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ZumBRA Dancers bare it for charity

DANCE fans got into the
groove in their
underwear to raise more
than £2,000 for charity.
More than 120 members
of Essex Zumba took
part in the
ZumBRAthon, at Maldon
and Tiptree United
Football Club, dancing in
their bras to raise

money for breast cancer
charity Walk The Walk.
The event raised £2,200.
Instructor Joani St
Cliere, who has run
classes from Chelmsford
to Burnham since 2009,
said: “I was completely
amazed by the level of
support I was receiving
from the community,

especially in a time of
recession. 
“There is always such a
lovely atmosphere in
class and I realised I was
getting something
amazing out of people,
as well as a thriving
business.”
Visit essexzumba.co.uk
for more information.

AN historic building in the heart of
Maldon should not be restored to be a
“museum piece”, according to a charity.

Planning wrangles have surrounded
the Rochford and South East Building
Preservation Trust’s attempts to restore
144 and 144a High Street, Maldon, to its
Tudor origins.

The trust wants to remove much of
the evidence of Georgian development
on the building, parts of which date
back to 1480.

But, Maldon District Council says
that period was crucial in the building’s
heritage, and has blocked several
attempts by the trust to gain planning
permission for elements of its work.

At a planning inquiry last week,
members of the Society for the Protec-
tion of Ancient Buildings (SPAB) con-
demned the trust for its restoration
attempts, claiming the public was aware
of Maldon’s Tudor heritage and there
was no need for the restored building to
become an obvious symbol.

Veronica Smith, SPAB member and
local resident, said: “The remaining
Tudor buildings we have in the town are
extremely well presented – the Blue
Boar is an example.

“The idea that members of the public
are not aware of the history of Maldon
unless they are presented with a pseu-

do-Tudor building is very unfair.”
Jonathan Garlick, technical officer

for SPAB, added: “If you want a muse-
um piece, go to a museum.”

The inquiry was told a 2009 survey
had indicated local residents were in
favour of the trust’s work. However, the
council’s assistant conservation officer
Tim Howson described that survey as “a
tick-box exercise” and said it was too
simplistic to be relied upon.

Mr Howson added the trust’s estimate
of how the building originally looked
was not 100 per cent reliable, and said:
“You risk causing too much damage to
the significance of the building if you
attempt to reconstruct what you pre-
sume to be its original appearance.”

Vernon Wilkinson, treasurer of the
Rochford and South East Building
Preservation Trust, said the alterations
done during the Georgian period consti-
tuted a “pseudo-makeover”.

He said: “Most of the work done dur-
ing the Georgian period was very poor.

“We have got very few exposed Tudor
framed buildings in Maldon.”

Inspector Jeremy Sargent presided
over the inquiry, which came about
because the district council refused per-
mission for exposure of timberwork on
part of the house, the retention of a back
door, and the reinstatement of a jetty.

A decision the appeals is expected to
be made early in 2012.
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Don’t strip it
to the roots

COUNCILLORS have
called on Maldon District
Council park rangers to
show no mercy when
issuing parking fines in
Burnham.

Park Rangers were
given the power last
month to issue fixed
penalty fines in, but have
so far issued no tickets in
the town.

Speaking at a town

council meeting, Peter
Elliott said: “The park
rangers now have the
power to issue fines and I
think they should issue
as many as possible.

“The only message
that we can give is that if
you break the law we are
going to fine you.”

Ron Pratt added: “I
think we need to point
out the total disregard

people have in where
they park.

“Often you will find
one person parked on a
zig zag line and another
plainly on double yellow
lines. It is an accident
waiting to happen.”

A Maldon District
Council spokesman said
the rangers had so far
issued “a couple” of fines
in Burnham.

Rangers told to use powers

House restoration plan slammed
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